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Problems in the design., preparation, and use of local objective fore-

casting stvdies how-beem evaluated while specific local objective fore-

casting studies were being made. As a result, a sytmtic procedure that

may be used as a guide in designi and preparing local objective for.-

casting stulies was developed and tested in a wmber of seminar-worksbop

grovps. The systematic procedure is outlined &nd discussed vith illustr-

tiocs frtn several local objective forecasting studios. The procedme

consists of defining the local forecasting problem in tem consistent

vith observing and forecasting capabilitios, resolving the variability of

the forecast elmnt into its cyclic (seasonal and dirnmal) and' s1anaptio'

coaqments, and finally, reassembling the components Into a forecast seeme

that allove the forecaster to exercise hs training as a neteorolgist. (



The more paeral problems of preparing local '-Ojective fcrecast

studles ae intewaiely considered htile a nuber of local meteardlogical

investi tions were being made. The questions of the relative usefulness

of objective aids to the forecaster versus a caplete objective forecast

system, the integration of objective tecmiques ith standaut forecasting

training and sk1ili, and the catribution of objective studies to the

understanding of atmospheric processes were constan't. revieved thrrhout

the wrk of each local study. Tentative answrs to these questions ere

tested in a n'der of .einr-rksbop p ues frd of representatives

fro the forecasting staffs of U. 5. Air Force weatber dIac ts in

Wee-tw Zrope and Ingland. The methods and procedures finall slected

are presented in the form of a systematic approach to the preparatin of

local objective forecast studies.

The systawatic approach to the preparation of local objective fore-

cast stlies" as a standardized procedure will be designated BAPLWB in the

folloving paragraphs in order to distinguish it from specific local objeo-,

tive stu ies used as illustrations or in other conterts.

The outAined procedures contained in the BAnW' are analopus to

standarized step by step nethods emloed in chemical analysis. The pro-

cedsres of chemical analysis form a geral method applicable to moet

chmical substances. In a like anner the AMS is applicable to a

vide variety of local forecasting problems. Agin, a- in chemical ansly-

lel, the specific results obtained in each step guide the interpretation

of the general instructions of the following step.

The vork vas performed while the vriter vas on active duty with the
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Air Force, assigned to te Scientific Services Division of Headquarters,

2*d Weather wing, and stationed with its Technical Support Branch at Rhein

Main, Gernmv. Analysts and forecasters of the Technical Support Branch

processed the data, prepared the charts and diagram, and assisted with

the analysis and interpretation of the results. The problem of forecastr-

ing the visibility at Rhein Main, Germny was used to investigate the

over-al1 problem involved in the preparatio'n of local objective forecast

studies. Preliminary conclusionE were evaluated and tested on studies of

visibility at four other" locations in Germay and England. Problems In-

volving forecasts of surface winds, thunderstorms, and croesvind compo-

nents were considered in evaluating the sufficiency of the derived pro-

ced,.we.

II. DE'flIoN cf _OBJECTrIVE_ a SDmI8

The definition of objective wather forecasting studies given by

Alm and Vernn (1951) in the C enium of Meteorology is excellently

suited to the concepts of this discussion. The essence of this def i-

tion is contained in their statement that, "the test of whether a syste

is objective is whether different meteorologists using the system Inde-

pendently arrivy; at the aame forecast from a given set of usps and data."

The meteorologist is allowed to use his training when standardized and

based on established physical principles and observatiwol fact. He is

also peritted the use of analyzed mps and charts, even though some

subjectivity enters into their preparation, as long as other meteorolo-

g1sts eiploying the same system use the same maps and charts.

For exaaple, an operation may appear to require forecasts of visibil-

ity to the nearest 1/8 mile. The visibility observations at the site of
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the operation my, however, bc accurate only to the nearest 1/4 mile due

to directional variability, rcw.k of checL points or other reasons. Objec-

tive (r subjective for that matter) attempts to forecast to the nearest

1/8 mile cannot be expected to be satisfactory since they are based on and

verified by observations less definitive than 1/8 mile.

M1. CRITDUA FOR ()J1VTIVE ?E3A S1 JIE

Three criteria are applicable to all objective forecast studies:

1) The relationships tested should have a sound basis in physical

reascOing.

2) The study should contribute to the foreca.ster's understanding and

Inovledge of the meteorological problem at hand.

3) The study should produce objective aids vhich allow the forecaster

flexibility in time and, to soe extent, in values of the forecast variable.

The first criterion guards against unprofitable results by eliminating

unlikely possibilities. It also helps avoid the kind of results vti ch look

prcmniing at first but fail to pass the teste of time and independent data.

The second criterion gives the forecaster a feeling for the limitations of

the results. It also gives him sufficient knowledge of the particular fore-

cat problem to allow him to modify the objective results, vhen the con-

ditions demnd, without abandoning them in favor of purely subjective tech-

niques. The third criterion gives the forecaster the flexibility with the

objective study that vii]. allov his to areer questions of modified oper-

ations posed during say period of the day. It w also permit the co

tinued use of the "me objective tools when operatiovAl criteria chan,

trbm eliminating the need for a new study based on the nev critical values
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of the changed operation.

A study of winter precipitation amount , at Washington, D. C., by

R. R. Rapp (1949) affords an example of the eVyplication of these criteria

to an objective forecast study. Rapp based his study on a theoretical ex-

pression for the rate of rainfall derived by 1i2Js (1935) and Eolzboe,

Forsythe and Gustin (1945). He proposed the theozatical expression as an

hypothesis which be tested s'atistically with the msteorological data.

Using the statistical results as a guide, he was able to modify the orig-

inal expression for a better fit to the data. Rapp concluded that by (ma-

ploying the variables in the manner suggested by theory kt is easier for

the practicing forecaster, when using the method, to modi.i' r each individ-

ual case subjectively and to project the method further into the future.

IV. OUMIM or THE M M C & 2
TO LOCAL = =VE

The main steps in the suggested systematic procedures .or the prep*-

raticn of local objective forecast studies (SAPLM$) arr presented in this

section in an abbreviated form. These steps will be discussed item by Item

and illustrated with exanples in the subsequent 'ection. The outline is

presented at this point in order that the ree er may orient himelf for

the discussions that follow and gain a fee2.ng for the scope of the plan

that is being suggested. The SAPLCFS my be briefly outlined as follow:

I. Define the meteorological problem.

II. Determine the ree listic critical forecast limits.

III. Determine and remove the cyclic (seasonal and diurnal) variability

from the data.

IV. Study the "synoptic" variability of the data for physically valid



welationships with other syptic' parmnters.

v. Orgeize the seasomi, diurnal and fhynoptic* comonents into a syv-

temtic forecast method.

V. OrCU8C U' 3 9A1C flOa U MR OBJUTIY ?WCNMI3 MP1iD

2h- meteorologica~l problem should be defined as norrov as possible#

using the operational problem as a guide only. Frequently, if a literal

translation of an operational problem into its mteorological coutaapart

is made the problem becms physically unrealistic.* For exaple, a pax-

ticular operational problem my require forecasts of visibility less than

1/2 mile at a specified time. If an objective forecast study is prepared

around this value and this tine only, a ne- stud4y probably would be required

if operational demands suddenly chance, as they frequently do. It is pre-

ferable to study the pensra problem of restricted visibility deteMini0ng

the forecast limits within the ability of the observer to distinguish sep-

arate ranges of visibility. Implied here also is the suggestion that the

restriction to visibility is not specified at the outset. Distinction be-

tween hame and fog is difficult to specify objectively and more difficult

to observ*. Restrictions to visibility due to active precipitation can be

separated from fog, hawe anda moke since they occtur as a result of differ-

ent dynamice processes. The forecast limits, then, should not be specified

until certain procedures, to be outlined in the folloving steps, have es-

tablished the limit of accuracy of the weorological veariable in Tuestion.

It is desirable, also,. to keep the tim of forecast preparation and

the for'ecast period flexible to avoid physically unrelistic time-lag



relationships and to allow for future changes in operati on&l criteria which

would otherwise require a new study for each chag in criteria or forecast

period. Maxium benefit and mininam cban e of unprofitable results are

obtained by first studying the nature of the more general meteorological

problem, then adapting the results to the spvueific operationaul probl.

1519auiO TflIMA 7CRUCM E9AIW

The practical interval of obser.ational accuracy my~ be determined

by plotting the frequency distribution of a randoom sa.apl of observed and

recorded values ref the element to be forecast. One canot expect an or*-

tirely smooth distribution; oni the other hand., mne should expect a a=e

or less continuously varying distribution vithout lasrge fluctutim in

the frequency. When large frequency fluctuations occur as the obsetrvm-

tional waues increase continuousl. on- am deduce that these are 8ne

to the observer' s inability to distinguish between ined e values.

The explanations my not oe obvious and are not necessary to the success-

ful pursuit of the study. In the case of visibility it mW be iAosil

for the observer, on occasion, to accurately specify the visibility by a

sin~le niuber. The visibility way be 1/4f mile in one quadrant,. 1/2 mile

in two quadrants and 3/4 mile in the fourth. If the observer reports 1/2

mile 'visibility, the vlsibi.ity In two quadrants is differt by 1/4 mile.

AzW of these visibilities could easily obtain at his observation point

witbout sigodficaut chag in any meteorological paramter. Other inaccir-

rate visibility observations my be due to distences betvieen check points,

variability of light sources.. the tendency for observers to prefer certain

nubers and the operational importance of certain values. 3h In event,.

the fluctuations basically reflect the degree of wucertainty of the
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ob-orvatic a p e r regularly in the recorded values Of most nteoro-

logical elements. The critical forecast limits aust be chosen with this

inherent inaccuracy in mind. When steadily incraing values of the fore-

cast element exhibit alternately these relative maxm and ainim at short

intervals as Uey do in Fig. 1, one my safely ass that the interval of

otservational acturacy is the interval between successive msxims. An ob-

server certainly should be able to distinguish between zero visibility

and 0.1 nautical mile. Beyond this, as far as Figure 1 is concerned, one

can state vith assurace that visibilities of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3, can be

distinguished frcm 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7, these frc 0.9, 1.0, l.I, and 1.2,

etc. ConveracI.Y, we camot defend the strong increase and decrease in

the observed frequency of consecutive values oan the basis of experience

or physical reality. Cosecutive values do not represent a true difference

in visibility. Leaving out zero visibility a ruming mean of the fre-

quencies for five 0.1 nautical melle iUtervals is required to produce a

reasonably mooth curve fr\u the data of Fig. 1. Thus one must conclude

that the interval of observationl accuracy in the visibility at Lakenhbath

is ro y 1/2 nwztical mile and that a projected study of visibili-

ties there should not atteopt to forecast the visibility for intervals

loos than 1/2 nautical mile beyma 0.1 nautical mile visibil.ty.

When a problem involves two forecast elements it is advantagwas to

determine to vAt extent oe is a function of the other. Dlo7ing the

previously determined intervals of observational accuracy and the opw.-

tional criteria, the ce variable is plotted &Stnst the other. If a

stroaW functional relationshi exists, only one of the two variables need

be consiered directly throughout the study. If the two elemeat are
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iaiwpendt" they no be studied ndependently an easiisd odlj at the

an wbe the forecast procedine is developed.

Oftenp in the light of operational criteria. one elemnt vill almst

siwys cawe critical conditions irrespective of the vvsIe of the other.

AA eml. is the range of ceiling and visibility at Rhein Midn, Qerimm

Vbwre leather conditions beow the sinim for safe aircraft operation

iro seUlodue to ceiling sane, and me need iimn tgate only the visi-

bility in & study of crtical. conditiona.

NRMI MB UAMQA MW DIEMASYRZ3

2he seasonal and diurnal variability should be dteine and rmove

if si nficant, before a study of predictors is begma. To determine the

extent of seasoal and diurnal oban .e frequency distributions of the crit-

ical valiaesp or the monthly and howal~y averages, are plotted by inoth and

by bor. Figue 2 is an exmple of the seasnal chaen in the per cent

frequey of the critical visibilities lees than 1 nautical ile n less

than 1/2 nautical mile at REen fib, q ra . Figure 3 exhibit* the di-

u l teerature and visibility curves for Rhein MMn, Germwn, far Do-

cember, the mth of mxima fr uancy of critioal veather. Sloing

these Vaphs, the year and day nay be divided into intervals of small

seasonal and diuraal change.

For the prIry or pilot stu y , ata cotaining as Mich

critical watber as posible is decired. For this pr-poee, the mauth a

December vuld be chsea frm Fig. 2. From the selected math or s

with maximm frequency of critical veather on chooes two periods of the

day; OW ctaining T maxima mse m frecan th om ' te mibima fre-

quemy of critical veather. The maxima frequiac7 of low visibilities
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generallv )ccurs at the same ime as the minium average visibility. Also

the minima frequency generally occurs vith mxlmn average visibility.

Thus fro m ig. one sboulA choose the period frcm 06 to 09 hours for the

maxima frequency of criti al weather and 15 hours for the mion fre-

quency. These tWo periods represent the two extremes in visibility during

the day and can serve as anchor points in a forecast scheme

The data to be studied now consists of a portion of the year coutain-

ing a mxima frequency of critical vethar and a minim of saasonal var-

jatiocn. The period is confimed to specified times of the day to eliminate

diurnal fluctuations. We are nov primrily interested in parameters which

characterize different synoptic sitatitions correspondind to different ranges

of the weather elemnt to be forecast. To mintain the desired flexibility

in tim and in order th1t the forecaster m exercise his Juigmnt in the

prer anner, the variables chosen for investigation should be forecast-

able by the usual standard objective, subjective, or numerica mthods.

The paranters to be investigated, then, should be earivable fr*a the fields

of pressin, taperature, and conservative moisture quantities.

Considerable attention to the selection of suitable forecastable par*-

meters is justified before further work vith the data is undertaken. Te

purpose of this step is to develop a pbysical concept of the mbanim pre-

ducing the weather effects being investigated, and from this, to fartulat4

a reasonable hypotheiuis to be tested vith the data. Thi study and the s-

lection of suitable parameters could well bec~e the logical role of & c

tral investigative unit. An exaqple of ho' a central research unit can

assist the local investigator occurred during the present vork when pilot



st,,4ics were prepared by a number of European localities. The local meso-

scale surface pressure-gradient vector was foind to be the most successful

parameter (out of the score or so tested) for delineating winter visibili-

ties at each of several locations in Germany, one in France, and two in

England. Althoth refining parameters varied frci place to place, the more

successful vere drawn from a quite small list, namely, contour curvature,

thermal wind, and initial conditions involving present visibilities and

previous precipitation or state of the ground. Thus a smll nmbr of

parameters are provided for A meteorologically hCWogeneous region through

the experience and investigations of a centralized investiSation group.

The overlapping efforts of a number of local investigators are t.bwhre

eliminated. Nothing precludes the selection of paramters by the local

investigator, however the amount of effort required is usually considerable

and cannot be minimized successfully in order to get on with the study.

After suitable paraLters have been selected, they are tested with

the data. Information gained from the previous steps and by a careful

study of the physics of the groblem should reduce the number of parameters

necessary to test to three or four. An inportant consideration when ab-

te~ting to measure a suitable parsaeter is that of the scale of the die-

turbance producing the weather effect. It is beccuing increasin4y evident

that many weather elements are closely related to disturbances of a scale

smaller than that appearing on the usual synoptic map A more apyropriate

scale can frequently be determined by ecamaring contrasts in a series of

carefully prepared local analyses associated with opposing values of the

weather element. The c-Aar is o. f anyvmntic analvges eand other , - . t%.

associated with opposite extremes in the element to be forecast serve an



excellent yurpoee in pointing up suitable parameters f or use as independent

or predictor quantVties.

it is the essence of this procedure that-.similtaneous relationships be

investigated first, since seasonal and diurnal fluctuations have been elikt-

inated from the data. The itegrated effect of a persistent situation pro-

ducing a particular kind of weather is always a necessary and proper con--

sideratioc. Previousaly observed values of the forecast elmenit can be

B!imf icaut as initial conditions for a complete description or a relation-

ship between variables. A case in point is the persixtence of & lov-lying

inversion over an industrial area. n~e longer the inversion, exists the

greater the accumilat ion of pollutants and the worse the vi.sibility bec mes.

This more or less arbitrary breakdown of parameters into two typo.,

forecastable and initial conditions.. and the separation of the variability

into seasonal, dirnl an synoptic" serves a ujefuJ. purpose. It allows

the local objective forecast al"u4.y to be prepared in such a manner that the

using forecaster can determine when and haw he can adjuswt certain parmters,

account for climatological changes in the forecast elemnt, and evaluate the

degree to which persistence enters into the forecast. In this way he can

consistently improve on the *blind" use of objective charts and diagr a

One might attempt a supplementary forecast study for objectively for&--

Casting the idpdntor f orecactable paramters, bvt the ccmqlexity and

extent of the effort required to obtain prognostic charts by numerical

weather prediction methods sho~uld be a warning that this probably cannot

be achieved successfully in a simp)le mnnr. It is better,. than, to cozn-

centrate on the use of rninricallv oa- fareto" penz 1 ~ .ts for

longer periods and extrapolation fac periods of 12 hours or less.



Following the testing of simultaneous relationships, time-lag depend-

ence may be investigated separately or by working backward in time with

parameters similar to thoze found to be suitable for expressing a sixul-

taneous relationship. A significant drop in the correlation between in-

dependent and dependent variables clearly signifies that the most advan-

tageous time lag has been exceeded. The emhasis placed on startiag with

simltaneous relationships stems from the observation that most corrtla-

tions between meteorological data are mxim= at zero time lag and decreao

rapidly with time. If this is generally the case, successful objective

forecast studies incozrporating lag relationships directly my be reflectixk&

to a large extent, diurnal change in the forecast elemnt or persistiace

of synoptic parameters. The knowledge of the best time dependency is, in

itself, an aid to better forecaating. One can at least determine the moat

advantageous use of prognostic charts, extrapolation techniques, or direct

lag relationships.

A technique which is time saving and helpful in analyzing meteorolog-

ical data for sImultaneous and lag relationships is the use of sufficiently

large work sheets so that one can enter and identify values of the dep.-

ent variable for several different times on the same di W an. By entering

the date of each observation, data which does not coorm to the majority

can be checked for errors and investigated for representativeness. ecnmd-

ary parameters and initial conditions can be entered and their effect in

modifying the basic relationship studied. Thus, at the same time a rela-

tionship is being checked by a scatter diagram, a forward look can be taken

towards extending and improving the study. As magy as flY.v soearate it-

of information, identified by a color code or by their location with
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reference to the position indicator, can be entered conveniently. The

charts are analyzed much like a synoptic veather chart. Figure 4 shows

the plotting model used in the preparation of the charts for the Rhein-

Main visibility study. This plotting model vas designed for the yurpose

of testing for a dependency of visibility on the north-south and east-

vest coonents of the local surface pressure gradient.

MMAIZ2G BSZAOUA M~UIAL MWg' DM~WI c~* ~ .A ijLMC

Once valid simultaneous or lag relationshtps of forecast parameters

with the weather element are found for season cnd hour of wmlaxm frequency

of critical veether, other charts for other seasons and hours are prepared

to cover periods of significant seasoal and diurnal change. FigLre 5 is

an exeale of a series of charts relating 'a'1w' visibilities for November

through February at Rhein main, Germany, during the 6 hour period 0o6Z to

12Z to the local 06Z pressure gradient. The charts span the period of vorst

visibilities at Rhein Wbin both seasonally and diurnally. The reasonal

change in pressure-gradient versus visibility relationship is deammtrated

in the changing size of the area of the charts enclt*ing visibilities less

than one and less than 1/2 nautical mile. The length of the vertical and

horizontal axes represents the spread of the west-east and north-south

pressure gradient data. These charts, plus a second set spanning the pe-

riod of best visibilities for the day and the diurnal visibility curves far

each month, form a ccplete study of visibility at Rhein Main. Nximm and

minim visibilities over a 6 hour period were chosen as the forecast

elements in order to obtain more representative paraneters than the in-

stantanous visibility. Actual visibilities for any tim during the period



are obtained by combining information from the diurnal visibility curves

and the forecasts of maximum and minima visibility as given by the charts.

The forecast period is extended by extrapolating the pressure gradient and

850 mb curvature or, when appropriate, by adding the diurnal change to the

last visibility forecast by the charts,

An exanple of a systematic forecast procedure which might result from

the suggested method is:

First: Forecast the value of the predictable parameters employed

independent parameters on the synoptic variability charts for the *worst*

and the "best" periods of the day.

8econd: Obtain the corresponding predicted values of the forecast

element for the "worst" and "best" periods frm the charts.

Third: Employ the diurnal change charts to estimate the intermediate

values or time of significant changes of the forecast element between the

*vorst" and "best" periods.

Adherence to the systematized procedure (aAPLWB) outlined does not

guarantee completely successful objective studies. It will produce certain

useful objective aids in the seasonal, diurnal and "synoptic* variability

charts. It should maximize the probability of success in the search for

predictor parameters by eliminating the confusion between se.soaal, diurnal,

and *aynoptic" variability, and by adding to the forecaster's knowledge of

the nature of the problem. By removing the chance of attempting a problma

which requires greater accuracy than exists in the observations, it eliminates

the possibility of attacking an unrealistic problem.
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TIMM FOR FIGURES

Figure 1. Frequency distribution of visibility values, Lakenheath, England.

Figure 2. Per cent frequency of criticical visibilities by month, Rhein Main,
Germwy.

Figure 3. Diurnal temperature and visibility for December at. Rhein Main,
Germanyo

Figure 4. Sample plotting model for testing simultaneous and/or lag
relationshipas.

Figure 5. Example of a series of charts relating the "synaptic"
variability of the Rhein Main visibility to the surface
pressure gradient and 850 mb curvature.


